Time series of L3 satellite data
•L3 data are appropriate for time series analysis: uniformly binned
in space and time (composited), mapped, quality controlled
Level 3 = Binned in space (gridded) and time (composited), typical are SMI
(Standard Mapped Image) mapped to global Equidistant Cylindrical projection

•Find some L3 data series, e.g. CHL_9, SST, SLA
•1. Make movie loops (animated GIFs) with wam_series
•2. Make your own composites, e.g. Monthly from Daily
•3. Create time series of statistics with wam_statist
•4. Create anomalies, monthly means, EOF/PC with
wam_anomaly, wam_eof and wam_overlay
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In our need for climate data records (CDRs) or essential
data records (EDRs) we have challenges:

•Challenge 1: obtain accurate satellite data by
improving algorithms & models (satellite data covers wide
space and time domains but accuracy may be questionable)

•Challenge 2: Merging data from multiple sensors
(Individual satellite sensors have limited life span; we need to merge
data from multiple sensors to make extended time series)
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Expecting something like this…..

2013/09/05

but getting something like this…..

2013/01/23

09/05

MODIS-Aqua, daily composited Chl-a, 2013 (Jan-1
until Sep-10)
% of ocean pixels with valid Chl-a data:
File

…..

% valid

A2013248_chl_mapped.map.hdf

368025

87.8

A2013058_chl_mapped.map.hdf

357128

85.1

A2013019_chl_mapped.map.hdf

347384

82.7

A2013021_chl_mapped.map.hdf

326599

77.6

A2013055_chl_mapped.map.hdf

311285

73.8
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Histogram of image coverage
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01/23

N of valid

33% of daily images have <10% coverage... What can we do about it?

2013/08/01
1 day

2013/08/01-05
5 days

Get more of them….

The need for compositing...the curse of the clouds
2013/08/01-15
15 days

2013/08/01-31
1 month

Using 5 day composites - a
reasonable compromise

1997-2012
Probability of valid Chl data on 5day composites

2013/08/01
1 day

2013/08/01-05
5 days

Get more of them….

The need for compositing...the curse of the clouds
2013/08/01-15
15 days

2013/08/01-31
1 month

More data …Compositing multiple data streams
Is it really Chla?

SeaWiFS (1 km)
MODIS-Terra (1 km)
MODIS-Aqua (1 km)

Chl-a

MERGED-Chl

It’s actually
total
absorption

MERIS-RR (1 km)
VIIRS(650 m)

Time series of the (median) Chl-a
concentration in the 100 km
coastal band off Central
California using standard
products from SeaWiFS (blue),
merged SeaWiFS-MODIS Aqua
(green) and MERIS (Chl1, red).

Compositing multiple data streams
MODIS-Aqua (1 km, 13:30)
MERGED-SST

MODIS-Terra (1 km, 10:30)
Infrared data also available from night passes

Other satellite data sources:
Microwave SST
Microwave SSS
Microwave winds
AVISO MSLA (mean sea level anomaly)
…………………………………..

SST

Overlaid MVP positions

Overlaid SS1 track

Overlaid SS1 track

Science task:
Optimized merger of data from multiple sensors
Time series of Chl-a in the 100
km coastal band off Central
California using standard
products from SeaWiFS (blue),
merged SeaWiFS-MODIS Aqua
(green) and MERIS (Chl1, red).

Are we “adding apples to oranges”?
Problems start with radiances (Rrs = remote
sensing reflectance) that are different between
sensors

Detection of change…using date merged from
multiple sensors

Inter-sensor comparison of satellite-derived Rrs443 (remote sensing
reflectance at 443 nm) in 2004 (C, D - Jan-2004)

SeaWiFS/MODISA
MERIS/MODISA
SeaWiFS/MODISA-L2

Rrs443/Rrs443
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Increase in aph440 is
upwelling areas
Area 3 = coastal Central
California
Both aph440 and its monthly
anomaly are shown
Note the 1997/1998 ENSO

Area 3

1.7
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0.7
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1997
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2001
2002
2003
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2005
2006
2007
2008
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aph440 anomaly

2.2

1998

Area 3

1996

aph440, m-1

Increase in phytoplankton biomass as detected by a proxy (aph440 =
absorption coefficient at 440 nm) using merged satellite times series

From Kahru et al. 2013

Trends in aph440 and wind speed
Linear trend in wind speed
Linear trend in aph440, 1996-2012
1987-2011, m/s/year

Increasing winds have caused increased phytoplankton biomass in
the coastal zone, particularly in nutrient-limited regions, but not in
light-limited regions (e.g. labels “1” south of Vancouver island and
“2” in NW Pacific)

From Kahru et al. 2013

Example 2: Algal blooms and bloom magnitude
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Fig. 1. Phytoplankton
annual cycle and its
inter-annual variation in
the central North Sea:
depth-integrated Chl-a
in 1991 (green), 1997
(blue), mean for 19902000 (black). From
Nielsen and St. John,
2003.

Detection of change in Time Series
Const + Sin + Noise, R2 = 0.000, Y=0.017-0.002 * X
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Detecting global changes in
phytoplankton bloom magnitude
•Input data in C:\Sat, copy from DVD:\Sat to C:\Sat
• To detect change, we want to use as long time period as
possible. We have 8 months of OCTS (1996-1997), SeaWiFS data
(1997-2010), MODIS-Aqua (2002-2013), MERIS (2003-2012).
• We use blended and merged monthly Chla created with the
CALFIT (Kahru et al., 2012) and SPGANT (Kahru and Mitchell,
2010) algorithms from 4 sensors: OCTS, SeaWiFS, MODISA and
MERIS.
• Data in C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_25. Total of 17
years, excluding 1996. Total of 1178 5-day images. Missing Jul-Aug
1997.
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Detecting global changes in bloom magnitude
•We only have 2 months (Nov-Dec) of 1996 that are not representative of the
full year. Make a new folder, e.g. Hide, and move 1996 files to a that folder.
Open command prompt and type:
cd C:\Sat
mkdir Merged\5day\ChlBlended_25\Hide
move Merged\5day\ChlBlended_25\O1996*.hdf Merged\5day\ChlBlended_25\Hide

•Find annual monthly maxima with wam_annual_max:
wam_annual_max Merged\5day\ChlBlended_25\*.hdf

Finds and uses 1178 5-day files
After it finishes, rename and move the output to: Max.hdf, Min.hdf,
ValidCount.hdf in MinMax_25
mkdir MinMax_25
move *Max.hdf MinMax_25\Max.hdf
move *Min.hdf MinMax_25\Min.hdf
move *ValidCounts.hdf MinMax_25\ValidCounts.hdf

•Examine and explain the Max.hdf, Min.hdf, ValidCount.hdf
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Use Examine-Spectral Plot in WIM to visualize
annual changes in bloom magnitude
•Close WIM and load all datasets in Max.hdf in the right order. Look
at the time series in individual pixels with Examine-Spectral Plot.
You have to hold down the right mouse button on the Spectral Plot
box and then move the mouse.

•You will see crosses that
correspond to each of
the year included
•Find interactively areas
of increased/decreased
blooms, e.g. in the Baltic
Sea where the increasing
pattern shown in the plot
to the right can be seen
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Creating a map showing significant changes in bloom magnitude
wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen
•Areas with significant increase are shown in red, areas with
significant decrease in blue, white areas have no significant trend (at
90% significance).
If the image is mostly green and not in the anomaly colors of red, blue and white
then you need to click on the Settings icon in WIM, select Misc tab, and
uncheck the Use Default LUT checkbox. Then close WIM and load the file again.
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Creating a map showing significant changes in
bloom magnitude
•We evaluate statistical significance of the trends; default is 90%
wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen 90
wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen 95
wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen 99

Max.hdf_trend_sen_90.hdf
Max.hdf_trend_sen_95.hdf
Max.hdf_trend_sen_99.hdf

Statistical significance at 90%, 95%, 99%. Image time series is too short
to detect trends at higher significance.
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Detecting global changes in bloom timing
cd C:\Sat
wam_trend MinMax_25\MaxDay.hdf Sen 90

Changes in the timing of the
bloom maximum detected with
the Sen slope estimator (19972013, modified from Kahru et al.,
2010). Blue shows earlier bloom
maximum (decreased year day)
and red shows later bloom
maximum (increased year day).
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Detecting global changes in bloom timing
Remap to any of the ice images in Polar Stereo projection

Detected changes in timing of the annual Chla maximum (a, day/year). b, trends in
early summer (June) ice concentration (ice fraction change per year, trend
calculated for 1979 to 2007 using monthly ice concentrations from the Nimbus-7
SMMR and DMSP SSM/I passive microwave data) (from Kahru et al., 2010).
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Detecting change between 2 images
•To see available options type wam_change without arguments
cd C:\Sat
wam_change
C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\S19990011999031_ChlBlended_comp.hdf
C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\S19980011998031_ChlBlended_comp.hdf

(all in one line!)

•Explain the results
(this compares Chl-a during El Nino
vs. La Nina in the California Current)
• Typical usage: show changes
in ice concentration
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Correlation of a set of images with a 1D Time Series
•Check out Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI)
http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/people/klaus.wolter/MEI/

•Using MEI time series MEI.csv in C:\Sat
•Chla datasets in
C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_25
•NOTE: Satellite time series and MEI do not need to be of the same
length. Satellite time series starts in 1996 (OCTS, Nov-Dec, 1996),
extends to 2013
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Correlation with a Time Series, cont
•Type in command prompt cd C:\Sat
•Type wam_correlation without arguments to see options
•Type: C:; cd Sat
wam_correlation Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_25\*.hdf MEI.csv
•This will take ~minutes to complete!
Saved 100*Corr.coeff + 128 in Corr__MEI.hdf
Used 171 images!
Rcrit (0.95) = 0.150, Rcrit (0.99) = 0.196
Processing time: 00:07:13

•Stretch colors with
•Find areas of max & min r
•Explain the results
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Summary
wam_annual_max  max for each pixel and each year

wam_trend  trend (slope) for each pixel (statist. significance)
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Summary, cont.
wam_change  difference for each pixel

wam_correlation  r (correlation coefficient) for each pixel (statist
significance) between a series of images (2D) and a 1D time series

+
Example: correlation of Chl-a with MEI
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wam_correlation_series  r (correlation coefficient) for each pixel
(statist significance) between 2 series of images (2D

+

Example: correlation coefficient between anomalies of Chl-a and wind speed
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April 18, 2009
Clouds
???

Exercises with L3 time series
• Need input data, e.g.

\Sat\SeaWiFS\L3\Monthly\CHL_9 from the DVD or copied to
C:\ Sat\SeaWiFS\L3\Monthly\CHL_9
• You can add OCTS data from \Sat\OCTS\L3\Monthly\CHL_9 to
the same folder for convenience
•The same datasets can be downloaded from
http://oceandata.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov
•After downloading, uncompress with bzip2 –d *.bz2 and compress with
wam_compress_hdf

• Make new directories for each output type, e.g. C:\sat\TMP for

temporary output or pick a more appropriate name for output;
don’t keep the modified files in the original data folder!
• Pick your area of interest, e.g. Sea of Japan, Central America.
Note the latitude-longitude range and create a Linear projection
file for your area (with File-New in WIM).
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Exercises with L3 time series

1) Using wam_series
•Check out exercise 4.1 on wam_series in
Course\1\Exercises_WIM_WAM.pdf or WAM.pdf

•See 3_Time_series_of_L3_satellite_data_movie.pdf
•First test with a few matching images! Match a single or a
few images! Don’t run a test with ALL images at once as
that will take a long time and you cannot stop the
processing!
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Exercises with L3 time series
Making movie loops (animated GIFs)
• Make a series of JPEGs or PNGs of your area you with wam_series.
•Install Babarosa GIF Animator (run babarosa.exe in the tools folder
on the DVD) or another program for creating animations. Create an
animated GIF with Babarosa GIF Animator, save as GIF.
• View the animation, e.g with the Windows Picture and Fax Viewer
or Internet Explorer (drag the GIF into the browser).

•Do exercises Creating a Chl-a movie for South China Sea and
Exercises using sea level height data (see
http://Wimsoft.com/Manual but for your area of interest!
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Exercises with L3 time series

2) Making monthly composites
•See Course\3\Tutorial_Compositing.pdf and
Course\3\Tutorial_Compositing.pdf
•Need data in Sat\SeaWiFS\L3\Daily\CHL_9
•Open command prompt and cd to the directory where you will
create the output files, e.g.
•cd C:\Sat\SeaWiFS\L3\Daily
•Type wam_composite_month to see available options
• Run
wam_composite_month CHL_9\S200*.hdf count
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Exercises with L3 time series

3) Using wam_statist
Creating time series of statistics with wam_statist
1. Create a mask image of your area of interest – see exercise
4.3 for wam_statist in Exercises_WIM_WAM.pdf.
2. Create a list of images with dir /b /s *.hdf > list.txt
3. Run wam_statist
4. Sort your masked areas (if more than 1) with sortmasks or in
MS Excel
5. Create plots with MS Excel; use mean or median versus time:
create a new time column, e.g. as SYear + (Sday+15)/365
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Exercises with L3 time series

4) Using wam_anomaly, wam_eof and
wam_overlay
Creating anomalies, monthly means, EOF/PC
•See\Course\3\Exercises_WAM_EOF.pdf and
\Course\3\3_Exercises_WAM_EOF_Appendix_South_China_Sea.pdf

• Create a target map, remap monthly images to that map
•Try to reproduce EOF/PCA analysis for your area of interest. The
first part of the analysis is the calculation of the mean annual
cycle and the anomalies. wam_anomaly is a simple way to
calculate the mean annual cycle by creating monthly means for
all 12 months with a single command.
•With wam_overlay you can easily annotate a set of monthly
images.
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